CONSTITUTIONAL LAW  
Professor Manian  
Mondays 6:30-9:20 pm

The text for our Constitutional Law section is Chemerinsky, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (5th ed. 2017).  Note: you do not have to purchase the 2018 Supplement to the casebook.

Seats will be assigned at the first class.

First Assignment (Spring 2019):

1. **Register at the TWEN site for the Spring 2019 Constitutional Law II class:**

You can register immediately by going to lawschool.westlaw.com, then click on TWEN. If you have any problems, contact John Shafer at Zief (422-2240).

2. **Review the Equal Protection Flow Chart and your Equal Protection materials from last semester:**

We will begin with a review of the Equal Protection jurisprudence we covered last semester before moving on to the readings on facially neutral laws under the Equal Protection Clause.

3. **Read the following assignment in the Chemerinsky casebook:**

   Facially Neutral Laws: Disparate Impact and Discriminatory Purpose, pp.781-785 (Washington v. Davis); pp. 790 (bottom)-791 (note); pp. 795-801 (Palmer v. Thompson; Personnel Administrator of Massachusetts v. Feeney; Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Devl’t Corp.)

I’m looking forward to our continued discussions of constitutional law this Spring semester!

Best wishes,

MM